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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is Richard O’Toole.  My business address is 3 Lincoln Centre, Oakbrook 3 

Terrace, Illinois 60181. 4 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 5 

A. I am the Director of the Advanced Metering Infrastructure Deployment Plan for 6 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”). 7 

Q. Are you the same Richard O’Toole that provided direct testimony in this matter? 8 

A. Yes. 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your supplemental direct testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my supplemental direct testimony is to further describe and provide 11 

additional detail on “Cross Docks”, which are a key component of the deployment of 12 

AMI meters.  My testimony describes the role that Cross Docks play in the deployment 13 

of AMI meters, the process through which AMI meters are routed through Cross Docks, 14 

and various operational components.  In addition, my testimony describes the modular 15 

rollout approach to meter deployment, and how ComEd will continue to ensure that 16 

deployment will be executed in a safe and productive manner.  This supplemental direct 17 

testimony is offered in response to the request of Staff of the Illinois Commerce 18 

Commission (“Staff”) for additional information. 19 
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II. CROSS DOCKS 20 

Q. In your direct testimony, you mention the use of “Cross Docks” as a key component 21 

of the deployment of AMI meters.  O’Toole Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 14:280-95.  Can 22 

you explain in more detail what a “Cross Dock” is and how it functions in the 23 

context of ComEd’s plans for deployment?  24 

A. Yes.  A “Cross Dock” is a centralized structure, such as a warehouse or other large 25 

building, which serves three main functions for the deployment of meters within a 26 

particular geographic area.  First, the Cross Dock serves as a central coordination and 27 

meeting point for the managers, supervisors, and labor force that are responsible for 28 

executing the deployment.  Before the field installation labor force begins their work each 29 

morning, the team gathers at the Cross Dock to review the key learnings from the field 30 

from the previous day, a targeted safety message, and the plan for that day’s deployment. 31 

Second, the Cross Dock serves as the point of receipt and storage of the AMI 32 

meters, and other key materials required to complete AMI deployment.  These materials 33 

are received from the manufacturers by Cross Dock personnel, and are then stored as 34 

inventory to then be utilized by the field deployment labor force during day-to-day 35 

deployment. The vehicles used by meter installers are also parked at the Cross Dock.   36 

Third, the Cross Dock includes the personnel responsible for ongoing inventory 37 

management.  This includes the receipt and proper tracking of meters and materials, 38 

assigning meters to each installer, processing the meters as they arrive from the field, and 39 

reviewing the completed work orders.  Prior to each day of deployment, the required 40 

materials are transferred from inventory directly onto the vehicles at the Cross Dock for 41 

field installation.  At the end of each day of deployment, the meters that were replaced in 42 
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the field are unloaded from the vehicles at the Cross Dock, where they are inspected and 43 

briefly stored prior to disposal. 44 

Each Cross Dock will operate independently within the geographic area that it is 45 

located.  The established oversight, structure, and processes for operation will be 46 

replicated, allowing for concurrent operation of multiple Cross Docks throughout the 47 

service territory to align with the deployment plan.   48 

Q. Can you please explain the staffing structure being utilized at Cross Docks? 49 

A. Yes.  Each Cross Dock will typically have between 60 and 70 employees, including one 50 

dedicated manager, five field supervisors, approximately 50 field installers, one Cross 51 

Dock supervisor, and approximately eight additional Cross Dock employees.  The 52 

staffing structure for a Cross Dock is outlined below: 53 

 54 

The positions in the organizational chart above include the following: 55 

 Cross Dock Manager:  Responsible for the day-to-day operations of an individual 56 

ComEd Cross Dock and the Field Deployment team operating from that location.   57 

 Cross Dock Supervisor:  Responsible for the day-to-day Cross Dock operations, 58 

including inventory management, materials receipt, material disposal, and 59 

supporting analysis and planning.  The Cross Dock Supervisor will be responsible 60 
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for approximately eight Cross Dock Employees, providing them with ongoing 61 

support and expertise. The Cross Dock Supervisor Reports directly to the Cross 62 

Dock Manager. 63 

 Cross Dock Employees:  Responsible for the execution of Cross Dock activities, 64 

including physical inventory management, materials receipt, and materials 65 

disposal.  The Cross Dock Employees will operate under, and directly report to, 66 

the Cross Dock Supervisor.  These employees are also responsible for the 67 

quality/peer check of the meters for indications of overheating and theft that the 68 

meter installer may have missed in the field. 69 

 Field Installation Supervisors:  Responsible for the supervision, oversight, and 70 

field-level support of the Field Installation Labor Force.  Each Field Installation 71 

Supervisor will be responsible for approximately ten installers, providing them 72 

with ongoing support and expertise, performing field audits, and driving the 73 

execution of safe and quality installations.  These supervisors will also ensure that 74 

quality control practices are followed and that escalated customer concerns from 75 

the field are managed in a timely fashion.  The Field Supervisors at each Cross 76 

Dock report directly to the Cross Dock Manager. 77 

 Field Installation Labor Force:  Responsible for the installation of AMI meters 78 

throughout the geographic area served by the Cross Dock. These employees will 79 

also be responsible for the meter socket inspections to identify abnormal 80 

conditions with the customer’s equipment.  For approximately every ten members 81 

of the Field Installation Labor Force, there is one Field Installation Supervisor to 82 

whom they directly report. 83 
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 Field Electricians:  Licensed electrician contractors hired by ComEd to perform 84 

repairs to improve the material condition of the customer-owned meter-related 85 

equipment discovered by the meter installer during the meter exchange process.  86 

The electricians are retained on-call throughout the deployment timeline. 87 

 The structure and headcounts I have discussed represent the typical staffing levels 88 

for Cross Docks based on the following considerations: 89 

 In order to determine desirable staffing levels, the team has leveraged learnings 90 

and experiences from the Pilot deployment and the initial six months of full 91 

deployment. 92 

 The staffing levels and assumed productivity align with the deployment plan and 93 

the defined geographic rollout. 94 

 Provide flexibility to install meters in multiple operating centers concurrently. 95 

Q. Has ComEd successfully utilized such a structure for previous deployment efforts in 96 

the past? 97 

A. Yes.  This structure was put in place for the launch of full AMI deployment on 98 

September 3, 2013.  Through the first six months of deployment, this structure has 99 

successfully enabled the safe and quality deployment of AMI meters.  This has been 100 

demonstrated through higher-than-planned installation rates, zero OSHA recordables, and 101 

timely and event-free electrician repairs.  102 

Q. How does ComEd plan to identify and hire the required personnel to fill the roles 103 

that you describe? 104 
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A. The hiring strategy is broken down into two components.  First, ComEd plans to utilize 105 

the pool of existing employees to fill the roles that were previously identified.  A majority 106 

of these internal transfers will come from the meter reading organization, in compliance 107 

with the labor agreement established between ComEd and the International Brotherhood 108 

of Electrical Workers (“IBEW”).  The second element of the hiring strategy is 109 

management staffing; these positions will be internally posted and/or recruited externally.  110 

The AMI team has worked with the ComEd Human Resources department to develop the 111 

required job descriptions within the established staffing strategy, as well the repeatable 112 

processes that will be utilized for the hiring of the resources required for deployment.  113 

Q. How has ComEd ensured that the personnel staffed within the Cross Dock structure 114 

are adequately trained to perform their job in a safe and high-quality manner? 115 

A. The AMI team has designed and implemented a comprehensive training program that 116 

focuses on the safe and efficient deployment of AMI meters.  Personnel assigned to the 117 

Cross Dock, including the Supervisors and employees, will undergo a formal training 118 

program comprised of both classroom and on-the-job training (“OJT”). 119 

The Field Installation Supervisors that do not have prior meter installation 120 

experience will complete a week-long classroom training course that educates them on 121 

the correct processes and procedures to complete a safe meter installation, and what to do 122 

in the event of a wide range of unique circumstances that they may encounter in the field. 123 

This training will include how to identify degraded meter sockets and how to respond to 124 

customer questions regarding AMI Deployment.  They will also be trained on how to 125 

complete safety and quality audits on installations that installers will perform, both 126 

during and after the installation is completed.   127 
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Meter installers will also complete the same one-week classroom training course.  128 

Additionally, prior to working on their own as meter installers in the field, each employee 129 

will complete a week of OJT where they shadow veteran meter installers in order to 130 

benefit from their experience.  To ensure that the proper procedures will be followed in 131 

the field, each meter installer must complete an OJT checklist that covers the tasks they 132 

must be proficient in.  The veteran meter installer who performed the OJT and a 133 

Supervisor must review and sign-off on the completed checklist prior to the installer 134 

being released to install meters on their own.  Installers will also receive training for how 135 

to identify degraded meter sockets and how to respond to customer questions regarding 136 

AMI Deployment. 137 

Quality assurance has been incorporated into the training program.  A meter 138 

Training Board will be available to Cross Dock locations to act as a hands-on training 139 

tool for the Field Installation Labor Force and Supervisors.  The Board will allow these 140 

employees to complete mock-installations in a safe environment, and to work with 141 

Supervisors to ensure that they are using the proper techniques.  Ongoing reinforcement 142 

of quality and safety training include daily meetings for lessons learned, safety messaging 143 

for all personnel, messaging to reinforce awareness and safe work practices, zero-144 

tolerance policies for safety infractions, and detailed reporting on all safety and quality 145 

incidents complete with lessons-learned and corrective action plans.  To further ensure 146 

safe and quality business practices throughout AMI deployment, a minimum of 5% of all 147 

meter installations will be audited by the Field Deployment Supervisors.  These field 148 

audits will take place both during and after the meter installation.  By completing an audit 149 

during the installation, the Supervisor has the opportunity to identify process 150 
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improvements and learning opportunities for the installer and will be able to ensure that 151 

the exchange is completed correctly on the first attempt.  Conducting audits after the 152 

installations are completed will allow the Supervisor to ensure that the meter was 153 

installed properly and that the customer property was left in good condition.  The 154 

completion of both audit types will provide an opportunity to identify trends and lessons 155 

learned to be shared across the Field Deployment Labor Force over time. 156 

Q. In your direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 1.0), you mentioned that a “modular rollout” 157 

of the Cross Dock structure would enable ComEd to facilitate an expedited 158 

deployment plan.  Can you provide further details as to what this “modular rollout” 159 

approach entails? 160 

A. Yes.  To facilitate an accelerated deployment plan, ComEd plans to replicate the 161 

standardized Cross Dock structure and staffing model that I previously discussed, but will 162 

do so simultaneously in more locations than was previously planned.  In other words, the 163 

Cross Docks will be re-located from areas where AMI deployment has been completed to 164 

a location in proximity to the next area(s) scheduled for AMI deployment, while 165 

maintaining the same structure and staffing model.  Deployment under the current 13-166 

0285 Scenario called for the simultaneous operation of up to two such modular Cross 167 

Docks at any given time through the deployment period.  In order to meet the increased 168 

deployment volumes called for under the Accelerated Scenario, up to four Cross Docks 169 

are expected to be operational simultaneously.  It is important to note that all active Cross 170 

Dock locations will share an upper management team that will facilitate common 171 

practices, ongoing process improvements, and sharing of lessons learned and best 172 

practices.   173 
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Q. How will ComEd ensure that such an approach can be implemented in a safe and 174 

quality manner? 175 

A. Adequate training and ramp-up time has been built-in to the Accelerated Scenario, 176 

including time required to mobilize each Cross Dock.  This will enable ComEd to 177 

establish the prescribed staffing structure and to ensure that the training and safety 178 

curriculum I previously discussed are delivered to all employees at each Cross Dock 179 

location prior to initiating meter deployment in that area. The Meter Training Boards will 180 

be available, and quality and safety audits will be utilized in a consistent manner within 181 

each location.  Additionally, the deployment and staffing plan calls for a sharing of 182 

resources over time, and in many cases the same management and labor force will move 183 

from one Cross Dock to another as the deployment progresses throughout the service 184 

territory.  These elements of the planned approach will drive a consistent level of safe and 185 

quality work. 186 

Q. With the increase in meter deployment volumes, will ComEd be utilizing a meter 187 

installation vendor as a supplementary labor force? 188 

A. Yes.  ComEd will be utilizing a meter installation vendor for a component of the 189 

accelerated deployment.  The vendor will be used to supplement the ComEd effort by 190 

deploying meters during the peak periods of installation.  The current plan for 191 

Accelerated Deployment has three concurrently operating ComEd Cross Docks, and one 192 

contractor Cross Dock during the peak periods of installation. 193 

Q. Will a Cross Dock structure similar to ComEd’s be utilized by the meter installation 194 

vendor? 195 
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A. Yes.  The selected vendor will use a similar Cross Dock structure under the oversight of 196 

the same ComEd management team and will be utilizing IBEW labor, per ComEd’s 197 

requirement.  The structure and staffing levels will vary slightly in terms of the specific 198 

roles and job descriptions, which are subject to IBEW guidelines (“foreman” vs. 199 

“supervisor”, etc.) but the same core functions I previously described will be performed 200 

by the vendor, with oversight from ComEd.   201 

The selected vendor has performed similar meter installations in other states and 202 

is quite experienced in this type of work.  In addition, the selected vendor has been 203 

working with ComEd’s AMI Program for over a year in a consulting role to provide 204 

subject matter expertise.  Key vendor personnel that will be operating the contractor 205 

Cross Docks have provided input into the creation and implementation of ComEd’s AMI 206 

deployment processes and procedures related to general operations, inventory 207 

management, meter installation, and overall safety.  This familiarity with day-to-day 208 

processes will lead to efficient ramp-up of operations and consistency in meter 209 

deployment across all operating centers.  210 

Q. How will ComEd ensure that the appropriate training and safety standards will be 211 

applied to the meter installation vendor and their labor force? 212 

A. Training, safety, and productivity standards have been built into the contract signed with 213 

the meter installation vendor.  ComEd will closely review the training programs that the 214 

vendor has developed and will be utilizing throughout deployment, including the 215 

identification of degraded meter sockets and how to respond to customer questions in the 216 

field.  The vendor’s program mirrors the approach that ComEd has established, including 217 

an initial safety training course, ongoing daily “Tailgate Talk” safety refreshers for all 218 
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personnel, monthly safety meetings, broadcast bulletins and updates to reinforce 219 

awareness and safe work practices, regular safety audits performed in the field, zero-220 

tolerance policies for certain safety infractions, and post-incident analysis with lessons-221 

learned and corrective action plans. 222 

ComEd will also provide the vendor with all of the safety training materials and 223 

tools that have been developed internally, including AMI meter installation training and 224 

safety course materials.  These materials will be incorporated into the vendor’s training 225 

program for all Cross Dock and field employees who will be performing work.  ComEd 226 

will meet with the vendor’s safety and training personnel to review all of the relevant 227 

training and safety materials, policies and procedures as part of the contractor onboarding 228 

process, prior to the launch of deployment.  The meters installed by contractors are also 229 

subject to the 5% field audit requirement that will be applied to meters that are installed 230 

by ComEd personnel.  Lastly, ComEd has established a staffing and management 231 

structure that will drive active oversight and management of vendor-run Cross Docks, 232 

with a focus on consistent, safe, and high-quality installations.  233 

III. CONCLUSION 234 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 235 

A. Yes. 236 


